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Perhaps you will never be faced with 
responding to a crisis. But, if you ever 
have an athlete get injured during play, 
an employee who gets hurt on the job, a 
disgruntled employee, a weather related 
disaster, or an environmental incident, you 
just might find yourself in the spotlight 
and under scrutiny.

As a manager of people, you may have to 
deal with an employee’s death or illness, 
a sudden change in top management, or 
employee issues of sexual harassment. Each 
one of these can constitute a crisis. You 
must be prepared for that decisive moment 
when your response can lead the crisis 
to better or to worse. An initial negative 
perception is nearly impossible to reverse.

Crisis Communication Response 
Tips

•  Respond within 24 hours.
• Don’t point fingers.
•  Always be available to the media.
•  Be visible and on-site.
•  Tell the absolute truth.
•  Never say “no comment.”

You are judged within the first 30 seconds 
of speaking if you and the information 
you are providing is trusted. Appearing 
empathetic and caring are the most 
importance characteristics you can exhibit 
to show “trustworthiness”. Your audience 
will also assess your competence, your 
honesty and your commitment. Your goal 
as a communicator is to demonstrate 
these attributes.

It is important to recognize that the media 
is usually more interested in covering 
opposing viewpoints and that bad news 
and conflict are more newsworthy. 
Most reporters are working under a 
tight deadline, have limited scientific and 
technical knowledge and can be a bit 
cynical. When preparing to talk with the 
media, address the principal underlying 
concern of the audience/questioner/
listener keeping your responses short and 
concise.

In many crisis situations it is important to 
bring in a third party and to tell the media 
who you have contacted.
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Crisis Communication
Interviews

•  Take control early by educating 
the reporter and correcting 
misunderstandings.

•  Clarify the questions.
•  Prepare two to three main 

messages.
•  Give facts: who, what, when, where, 

but don’t give how and why.
•  Express your concern. Safety is 

always the top priority.
•  Avoid jargon and do not use 

humor.
•  Frame your answers in the 

positive.
•  Tell how fast you responded, 

how much has been done and 
what you will do about it in the 
future.

•  Thank or give appreciation to 
any assistance.

•  Avoid words with negative 
connotations such as lethal, risky, 
deaths, maimed, toxic.

•  Do not repeat the “charges” or 
any negatives words, such as no, 
not, never.

•  Be conscious of your body 
language. Do not place your 
hands in a “fig leaf” in front or 
in back of you, but keep your 
hands/palms open and above the 
waist. Avoid touching your face, 
clasping or clenching your hands 
and pointing your fingers.

Remember these phrases.

You want to give a sense of more to 
come, which will help to establish your 
trustworthiness.

“What I can tell you is …”
“So far, what we know is …”
“So far, what we have done is …
“What we are planning to do next 

is …”
“We will be able to tell you more 

when …”
“I’ll be glad to talk with you again 

after we conduct …”
Source: Susan Santos, Ph.D., FOCUS 

GROUP, Medford, MA

Continued on page 17
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SFMANJ Annual Membership
Registration Form

*receive update information by email

Name _________________________________________________________

Title __________________________________________________________

Employer _______________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City_________________________________State______ Zip _____________

County ________________________________________________________

Phone __________________________Fax ____________________________

*E-mail ________________________________________________________

Signature _______________________________________________________

Individual ............................................................................................. $  50
Associate ............................................................................................. $  50
Organization/Institution .................................................................. $  50
Additional member from facility .................................................... $  30
Commercial/Contractor/Vendor/Supplier ....................................$105
Additional member from company ............................................... $  35
Student ................................................................................................ $  15

Send with Check or voucher to:
SFMANJ

P.O. Box 205 • Pennsville, NJ 08070

Attention!!!
Please make a note!

SFMANJ
has moved!
Please change
your records!
Our new address is 

P.O. Box 205
Pennsville, NJ 08070

Our new Phone/Fax is
856-376-3179

contact us at 
mail@sfmanj.org

Visit our web site
sfmanj.org







































































#1 Condition
On America’s Most Playable Fields

Student Scholarship

Rutgers undergraduate student and 
SFMANJ Student Member, Will Reardon 
(left) is presented with a SFMANJ-
sponsored student scholarship by SFMANJ 
President Don Savard, CSFM, CGM (right) 
at the Rutgers Turfgrass Awards banquet on 
November 7, 2009. 

crisis example and Response

Situation: You have a major event that is being hosted in 
your stadium the next day. As a set of temporary bleachers 
is being installed, they collapse and your assistant has been 
critically injured. A reporter is at the stadium asking what 
happened and why, and if the event is taking place.

Your first response must show concern for the worker and 
his family. “Our first concern is for Joe Smith and his family. 
Joe’s safety and the safety of all of our workers is always our 
top priority. What we do know is that a temporary set of 
bleachers being installed here at King Stadium collapsed about 
an hour ago. Joe has been taken to Mercy Hospital.”

So far, we have cordoned off the area to protect the public. A 
team of OSHA inspectors are on their way. We’ll cooperate in 
any way to find out what happened. We have also called in a 
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safety engineer to help. We will be able to tell you more about 
the accident after OSHA and our safety engineer has evaluated 
the situation.

Your response to whether or not the event will be held the 
next day depends upon your management teams’ decision. If 
you are going ahead with it, you need to respond with how you 
are insuring fan safety: “We are going ahead with the concert 
tomorrow; however to insure the safety of our rock fans, we 
will be limiting the seating to the built-in seats in the stadium 
grandstands and offering on-the-floor seating in the end zone.” 
Ifyou are not going ahead, “We will not be holding the concert 
tomorrow. Fan safety is paramount and until we know why the 
bleachers collapsed, we will not be holding any events.”

We appreciate the help of the city’s emergency response team. 
I’ll be glad to talk with you again when we know more.

Sports Turf Managers Association (STMA), Lawrence, KS




